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Abstract
Colloidal particles with active boundary layers - regions surrounding the particles where non-
equilibrium processes produce large velocity gradients - are common in many physical, chemical and
biological contexts. The velocity or stress at the edge of the boundary layer determines the exterior
fluid flow and, hence, the many-body interparticle hydrodynamic interaction. Here, we present a
method to compute the many-body hydrodynamic interaction between N spherical active particles
induced by their exterior microhydrodynamic flow. First, we use a boundary integral representation
of the Stokes equation to eliminate bulk fluid degrees of freedom. Then, we expand the boundary
velocities and tractions of the integral representation in an infinite-dimensional basis of tensorial
spherical harmonics and, on enforcing boundary conditions in a weak sense on the surface of each
particle, obtain a system of linear algebraic equations for the unknown expansion coefficients. The
truncation of the infinite series, fixed by the degree of accuracy required, yields a finite linear system
that can be solved accurately and efficiently by iterative methods. The solution linearly relates
the unknown rigid body motion to the known values of the expansion coefficients, motivating
the introduction of propulsion matrices. These matrices completely characterize hydrodynamic
interactions in active suspensions just as mobility matrices completely characterize hydrodynamic
interactions in passive suspensions. The reduction in the dimensionality of the problem, from a
three-dimensional partial differential equation to a two-dimensional integral equation, allows for
dynamic simulations of hundreds of thousands of active particles on multi-core computational
architectures. In our simulation of 104 active colloidal particle in a harmonic trap, we find that the
necessary and sufficient ingredients to obtain steady-state convective currents, the so-called “self-
assembled pump”, are (a) one-body self-propulsion and (b) two-body rotation from the vorticity
of the Stokeslet induced in the trap.
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I. INTRODUCTION
There are many examples in physics, chemistry and biology, where non-equilibrium pro-
cesses at the surface of a particle drive exterior fluid flow and lead, possibly, to motion of the
particle. Such non-equilibrium processes are frequently confined to a thin region surround-
ing the particle, as for example in phoretic phenomena [1], motion in chemically reacting
flows [2], and in ciliary propulsion [3]. Following the pioneering efforts of Helmholtz [4],
Smoluchowski [5] and Derjaguin [6], methods have been developed, to relate the rigid body
motion of a particle to the structure of the active boundary layer that surrounds it [1]. The
corresponding many-body problem, of determining the collective motion and exterior flow
of N particles with active boundary layers, has received much less attention [7–9].
In this paper, we present a systematic method of computing many-body hydrodynamic
interactions between colloidal particles due to the exterior microhydrodynamic flow produced
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by active boundary layers at their surfaces. The hydrodynamic interaction between particles
is mediated by the ambient fluid which, in the microhydrodynamic limit, obeys Stokes
equation. The boundary conditions are determined by the flow in the active boundary
layer. Depending on the structure of the boundary layer, these may be Dirichlet conditions
specifying the active surface velocity, or, Neumann conditions specifying the surface traction.
In either case, the fluid flow in the bulk admits an integral representation in terms of the
velocities and tractions on the particle boundaries. We use the integral representation to
derive the rigid body motion of the particles, in terms of the boundary conditions and any
external forces and torques that may be applied to the particles.
In section II we present the Galerkin method of solving the boundary integral equation. In
this method, the boundary tractions and velocities are expanded in an infinite-dimensional
basis of complete, orthogonal functions defined on the particle boundaries. On enforcing the
boundary condition to this bulk fluid velocity, an integral equation is obtained for the un-
known boundary traction (when Dirichlet conditions are specified) or the unknown boundary
velocities (when Neumann conditions are specified). The solution of this boundary integral
equation provides both the particle velocities and angular velocities and the bulk fluid flow.
On enforcing the boundary conditions in a weighted residual sense, with weighting functions
that are identical to the expansion functions, a system of linear equations is obtained for the
unknown expansion coefficients. The solution of the linear system determines the expansion
coefficients of the unknown boundary traction (when Dirichlet conditions are specified) or
that of the unknown boundary velocities (when Neumann conditions are specified). We
focus attention on the former situation, where the velocity profile in the boundary layer is
provided. The velocity seen by the exterior fluid is the sum of the rigid body motion of the
particle and the velocity at the outer edge of the boundary layer. When the boundary layer
is thin compared to the size of the particle, the boundary condition can be applied directly
on the surface of the particle as the sum of a rigid body motion and an active slip. The
problem is solved when the rigid body motion and the exterior fluid flow are determined
completely in terms of the slip velocities specified on each particle surface. As the Stokes
equations are linear, the rigid body motion must be a linear functional of the active slip. We
show how this linear functional relationship is expressed through propulsion matrices, which
appear naturally in the solution of linear system of equations. The propulsion matrices relate
the vector of rigid body motions of the particle to the vector of expansion coefficients of the
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active slip. The problem of computing hydrodynamic interactions between active colloidal
particles is, thereby, reduced to that of computing the propulsion matrices. The analysis
also reveals that the propulsion matrices are a sum of two parts : one is the contribution
from the superposition of flows due to each particle and the other is a correction required
to satisfy the boundary conditions. The first is the two-body contribution to hydrodynamic
interactions while the second contains the genuine many-body contribution.
In section III, which contains the central results of this paper, we focus on spherical
colloidal particles with active slip. We chose tensorial spherical harmonics as the Galerkin
expansion basis, which are complete and orthogonal on the surface of the sphere. The
simplicity of the spherical shape allows us to calculate all boundary integrals and matrix
elements analytically, in terms of derivatives of the Green’s function of Stokes flow. The
structure of the flow has a pleasing simplicity, as shown in Table II. At any order, there
are at most three kinds of derivatives, which are the irreducible gradient of the Green’s
function, its curl and its Laplacian. This leads to a simple classification of the flow in terms
of irreducible tensors of increasing rank. As numerical quadrature is no longer necessary to
evaluate the matrix elements, the linear system can be solved both efficiently and accurately.
This linear solution yields the mobility and propulsion matrices which completely describe
the many-body hydrodynamic interactions in active suspensions.
In section IV we truncate the infinite series expansion of the boundary fields to the
minimal number of terms required to produce active translations and rotations. At this order
of truncation, all long-ranged hydrodynamic interactions are also automatically included.
We show that there are exactly two coefficients in the expansion of the active slip that
produce translation and rotation. The translational coefficient produces a flow that decays
inverse cubically with distance while the rotational coefficient produces a flow that decays
inverse quartically with distance. We plot the flows generated by all terms in the truncated
expansion in figure 2.
In section V we illustrate our general formalism with a detailed study of the dynamics
of active colloidal particles in a harmonic trap. For the squirming motion of a sphere, we
recast the leading terms of Lighthill [10] and Blake’s [3] solution in our formalism. The
problem of squirmers in a harmonic potential has been studied earlier by Nash et al. [11],
and more recently, by Hennes, Wolff and Stark [12]. In our study, we attempt to find out the
necessary and sufficient ingredients to obtain steady-state convective currents, the so-called
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“self-assembled pump”. We find that the key ingredients necessary for the pumping state are
(a) one-body self-propulsion and (b) two-body rotation from the vorticity of the Stokeslet
induced in the trap. Thus, neither tumbling (as included in Nash et al.) nor stresslet flows
(as included in Hennes et al.) are necessary. Our simulation of 104 squirmers, the largest
such simulation till date, displays the formation of the self-assembled pump with greater
clarity than previous studies.
We conclude with a comparison of our approach with existing theories of collective hy-
drodynamics of active particles and with a discussion of applications of the integral equation
technique to rheology in active colloidal suspensions.
II. BOUNDARY INTEGRAL EQUATION FOR MICROHYDRODYNAMICS
We consider N active particles, of arbitrary shape, in an incompressible fluid of viscosity
η. The position of the center of mass, the translational velocity and the rotational velocity
about the center of the mass are Rn, Vn and Ωn respectively. Points on the particle boundary
Sn are labelled, in the frame attached to the center of the mass, by ρn, or equivalently, in
the laboratory frame by rn = Rn + ρn. Particle trajectories are obtained from Newton’s
equations, where the right hand sides include both contact and body contributions,
M V˙n = Fn + F
e
n, I Ω˙n = Tn + T
e
n. (1)
The stress σ of the ambient fluid provides the surface traction n · σn on each particle,
from which the net contact force Fn =
∫
n · σn dSn and the net contact torque Tn =∫
ρn × (n · σn) dSn can be computed. Here n is the unit normal pointing away from the
particle into the fluid, M and I are the mass and the moment of inertia of the particle
respectively, and Fe and Te are external body forces and torques. In the absence of inertia,
as appropriate to the microhydrodynamic regime, Newton’s equations reduce to a pair of
constraints,
Fn + F
e
n = 0, Tn + T
e
n = 0. (2)
There is an instantaneous balance between contact and body forces at all times, which
precludes any acceleration of the particles. In the absence of external forces, Newton’s
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equations reduce further to
Fn = 0, Tn = 0. (3)
The trivial solution to this is σ = 0, that is, there is no motion in the absence of external
forces and torques. The non-trivial solutions describe active motion, in which translation
and rotation are possible in the absence of external forces and torques. It is these non-trivial
solutions that we seek here. The velocity and angular velocity, having being determined from
non-trivial solutions of the stress, determine the evolution of the positions and orientations
through the kinematical equations,
R˙n = Vn, p˙n = Ωn × pn, (4)
where pn is a fixed axis passing through the center of mass of the body. If the shape is not
a figure of revolution about this axis, two additional evolution equations, which together
describe the motion of the orthogonal triad attached to the center of mass, are necessary.
The contact forces on the particles are determined from the state of flow in the ambient
fluid. In the region bounded by the particles, the fluid satisfies Stokes equation [13, 14],
∇ · v = 0, ∇ · σ = 0, (5a)
σ = −pI + η (∇v +∇vT) , (5b)
where v, p and σ are the fluid velocity, pressure and stress respectively. The solution of
this equation, with the appropriate boundary conditions, provides the surface traction and
hence the contact forces and torques that determine the rigid body motion.
As discussed in the Introduction, a generic consequence of activity on the surface of rigid
bodies is the appearance of a boundary layer. When the boundary layer is thin compared
to the particle size, its effect appears as a boundary condition, on either the velocity or the
traction, at the particle surface. A detailed discussion of both forms of boundary conditions
and their applicability to different boundary layer problems is available in [1].
The problem of determining the surface traction is substantially simplified by recognising
that the solution of the three-dimensional partial differential equation in (5) can be expressed
as an integral of the velocity and traction fields over the boundaries of the particles [15–18]
8piη vi(r) = −
N∑
m=1
∫
[Gij(r, rm)fj(rm)− η Kjik(r, rm)nkvj(rm)] dSm, r ∈ V
rm ∈ Sm (6)
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∇jGij(r, r′) = 0, (7a)
−∇ipj(r, r′) +∇2Gij(r, r′) = −δ (r− r′) δij, (7b)
Kijk(r, r
′) = −δik pj +∇kGij +∇iGkj. (7c)
Here ρ = r − r′ and f(rm) = n · σ and v(rm) are, respectively, the traction and velocity
on the boundary of the m-th particle. G(r, r′) is a Green’s function of Stokes flow, p is the
corresponding pressure vector and K(r, r′) is the stress tensor associated with this Green’s
function. The contribution from the boundary which encloses both the fluid and the particles
is not included here, since it is assumed that both the Green’s function and the flow vanish
on this boundary.
Equating the expression for the bulk fluid velocity to the boundary condition and eval-
uating the second integral as a principal value leads to an integral equation on the particle
boundaries [15–18],
4piη vi(rn) = −
N∑
m=1
∫
[Gij(rn, r
′
m)fj(r
′
m)− η Kjik(rn, r′m)nkvj(r′m)] dSm,
rn ∈ Sn
r′m ∈ Sm
. (8)
For Dirichlet boundary conditions, this is a self-adjoint Fredholm integral equation of the
first kind for the unknown boundary tractions. For Neumann boundary conditions, this
is a self-adjoint Fredholm integral equation of the second kind for the unknown boundary
velocities. In both cases, the solution linearly relates the surface traction to the surface
velocity and the balance of contact and body forces then determines the rigid body motion.
The problem of determining the traction is thus reduced to solving a two-dimensional integral
equation on the boundaries of the domain instead of a three-dimensional partial differential
equation in the bulk.
Here we use the Galerkin method to discretize and solve the boundary integral equation.
In this method, the boundary fields are expanded in a complete, orthogonal basis of functions
φ(l)(ρn),
f(Rn + ρn) =
∞∑
l=0
F(l)n φ
(l)(ρn), (9a)
v(Rn + ρn) =
∞∑
l=0
V(l)n φ
(l)(ρn). (9b)
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The coefficients corresponding to the constant function and the antisymmetric linear function
are, respectively, the force and torque in the traction expansion and the velocity and angular
velocity in the velocity expansion. Inserting this in the boundary integral representation,
(6), provides an expression for the bulk flow
8piη v(r) = −
N∑
m=1
∞∑
l=0
[
G(l)(r, Rm) · F(l)m − ηK(l)(r, Rm) ·V(l)m
]
, (10)
in terms of the coefficients of each surface mode φ(l)(ρm) of the velocity and traction fields
and the two boundary integrals
G(l)(r, Rm) =
∫
G(r,Rm + ρm)φ
(l)(ρm) dSm, (11a)
K(l)(r, Rm) =
∫
K(r,Rm + ρm) · n φ(l)(ρm) dSm. (11b)
To determine the traction coefficients in terms of the velocity coefficients (or vice versa) we
insert the velocity and traction expansions in the boundary integral equation, (8), multiply
by the l-th basis function and integrate both sides over the n-th boundary.The boundary
conditions are thus enforced in a weighted integral, or weak, sense and not point wise. The
expansion and weighting basis functions are chosen to be identical. This Galerkin procedure
yields an infinite dimensional system of linear equations which relate the velocity and traction
coefficients
4piηV(l)n = −
N∑
m=1
∞∑
l′=0
[
G(l, l
′)
nm (Rn, Rm) · F(l
′)
m − ηK(l, l
′)
nm (Rn, Rm) ·V(l
′)
m
]
. (12)
The matrix elements of this linear system are integrals of the Green’s function and the stress
tensor over pairs of boundaries, weighted by the basis functions on each boundary,
G(l, l
′)
nm (Rn, Rm) =
∫ ∫
φ(l)(ρn) G(Rn + ρn,Rm + ρ
′
m)φ
(l′)(ρ′m) dSmdSn, (13a)
K(l, l
′)
nm (Rn, Rm) =
∫ ∫
φ(l)(ρn) K(Rn + ρn,Rm + ρ
′
m) · n φ(l
′)(ρ′m) dSmdSn. (13b)
This linear system is valid for any shape of particle, any geometry of the enclosing boundary
and for both Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions.
For concreteness, we shall focus on Dirichlet boundary conditions in the remaining part
of this paper. In this case, the velocity seen by the fluid at the outer edge of the boundary
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layer is the sum of the rigid body motion of the particle and the asymptotic value, va, of
the velocity in the boundary layer,
v(r) = Vn + Ωn × ρn + va(ρn), r = Rn + ρn ∈ Sn, (14a)
∫
v · n dSn = 0. (14b)
Here, the active velocity va is assumed given while the rigid body motion, V and Ω, is
to be determined for all N particles. The only constraint we place on the active velocity
is that it conserves mass, as reflected in the integral condition of (14b). This makes our
theory completely general. In specific cases, the active velocity may be determined by other
local fields like the temperature (in thermophoresis), ionic species (in electrophoresis) and
chemical species (in diffusiophoresis). Here we assume that any non-fluid degree of freedom
necessary to specify the active velocity has already been determined, and thus, our work
treats the purely hydrodynamic aspect of the problem.
The structure of the linear system for the Dirichlet problem can be better understood by
clearly separating the known quantities from the unknown quantities in (12). In the velocity
expansion, the velocity and angular velocity are unknowns, while all remaining coefficients
are fixed by the active velocity. In the traction expansion, the contact force and contact
torque are determined from Newton’s equations and are, therefore, known quantities, while
all remaining coefficients are unknowns. Therefore, we seek to obtain the unknown velocity
and angular velocity in terms of the active velocity, constrained by the balance of contact
and external forces as required by Newton’s equation.
To the above end, we group the expansion coefficients for all particles into vectors and
separate them into “lower” and “higher” vectors
VL = (V1 −Va1, . . . ,VN −VaN , Ω1 −Ωa1, . . . ,ΩN −ΩaN)T , (15a)
VH =
(
· · · ,V(l)1 , . . . ,V(l)N , . . .
)T
, 6∈ V, Ω, (15b)
FL = (F1, . . . ,FN , T1, . . . ,TN)
T , (15c)
FH =
(
· · · ,F(l)1 , . . . ,F(l)N , . . .
)T
, 6∈ F, T. (15d)
The “lower” vectors contain the constant and linear antisymmetric coefficients, while the
“higher” vectors contain all the remaining coefficients. The “lower” vectors in the velocity
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expansion contain contributions from both the rigid body motion and the active velocity,
while the “higher” vectors contain contributions from the active velocity alone. In these
variables, the boundary integral equation takes the form of a matrix equation,
4piη
 VL
VH
 = −
 GLL GLH
GHL GHH
 FL
FH
+ η
 KLL KLH
KHL KHH
 VL
VH
 . (16)
Here, the matrix elements that relate “lower” velocity vector to “lower” traction vector are
collected together into GLL and KLL, and so on for the remaining three part of the linear
system. The linear system can be simplified by recalling that second term in (12) has the
eigenfunctions, KLLVL = −4piVL, and produces no exterior flow for the rigid body component
of the motion, KHL = 0. With these, the linear system becomes
8piη VL = −GLL FL − GLH FH + ηKLH VH, (17a)
4piη VH = −GHL FL − GHH FH + ηKHH VH. (17b)
The unknown traction coefficients are determined from the solution of (17b),
FH = −(GHH)−1[GHL FL + (4piη I− ηKHH)VH]. (18)
Eliminating the unknown traction coefficients in (17a) gives the following expression[
GLL − GLH (GHH)−1GHL
]
FL = −8piη VL +
[
ηKLH + GLH (GHH)−1
(
4piη I− ηKHH)]VH. (19)
This formal solution achieves the objective of relating the known contact forces and torques,
FL to the rigid body motion, and the known coefficients, VH, of the active velocity. The
solution can then be written as
N∑
m=1
[
µTTnm · Fm + µTRnm ·Tm
]
= −Vn +
N∑
m=1
∞∑
l=0
pi(T, l)nm ·V(l)m , (20a)
N∑
m=1
[
µRTnm · Fm + µRRnm ·Tm
]
= −Ωn +
N∑
m=1
∞∑
l=0
pi(R, l)nm ·V(l)m . (20b)
Here, µ are the mobility matrices familiar from the theory of passive suspensions [19–26].
The pi are propulsion matrices, introduced here for the first time, which relate the rigid
body motion to modes of the active velocity. Eliminating the contact forces and torques
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in favour of the body forces and torques using (2), the formal solution for the rigid body
motion can be expressed as
Vn =
N∑
m=1
[
µTTnm · Fem + µTRnm ·Tem
]
+
N∑
m=1
∞∑
l=0
pi(T, l)nm ·V(l)m , (21a)
Ωn =
N∑
m=1
[
µRTnm · Fem + µRRnm ·Tem
]
+
N∑
m=1
∞∑
l=0
pi(R, l)nm ·V(l)m . (21b)
The above shows clearly that particles can both rotate and translate in the absence of body
forces and torques. In this force-free, torque-free scenario, it is the propulsion matrices,
and not the mobility matrices that determine the hydrodynamic interaction of the particles.
In contrast to the four mobility matrices, there are, in principle, an infinite number of
propulsion matrices, corresponding to each distinct mode of the active velocity. Active
hydrodynamic interactions are, thus, intrinsically more rich and allow for a greater variety
in the dynamics than passive hydrodynamic interactions. The propulsion matrices allow
for a coupling between active translations and rotations which can lead to non-rectilinear
trajectories in the motion of even a single, isolated active particle.
The linear system is symmetric in both mode and particle indices, a property that follows
from the symmetry of the Green’s function under interchange of arguments and the tensorial
indices. The positivity of energy dissipation ensures that linear system has only positive
eigenvalues. If the expansion is truncated at l = lmax the linear system has Nlmax unknowns
and involves matrices of size Nlmax ×Nlmax.
The formal solution also shows that both the mobility and propulsion matrices are al-
ways a sum of two parts : a direct superposition contribution (GLL and KLH) and many-body
contributions involving matrix inverses that ensure that the boundary conditions are sat-
isfied simultaneously on all particles. These many-body contributions become increasingly
important as the distance between particles decreases. The formal solution provides a sys-
tematic method of obtaining the many-body hydrodynamic interactions in colloidal particles
with active boundary layers, thereby, the problem is reduced to computing the mobility and
propulsion matrices.
It is instructive to compare the Galerkin method employed here with the more popular
boundary element method of solution of Stokes flows. In Table (I) we have contrasted
boundary integral formulations and methods of discretization. Here, we have used a direct
11
Discretization
Formulation
Direct (single and double layer) Indirect (single or double layer)
Collocation Youngren and Acrivos (1975) Power and Miranda (1987)
Galerkin This work Zick and Homsy (1982)
TABLE I. Methods for the solution of the boundary integral equation of the Stokes equation. In
this work, we have done a direct, involving both single and the double layer, formulation of the
boundary integral method with Galerkin discretization.
formulation, in which the densities in (8) are the physical quantities. In indirect formulations,
the boundary integral equation has either one of the terms in (8), but not both. In such
formulations, the densities are not directly related to physical quantities. The advantage
in using indirect formulations is that they yield better conditioned linear systems when
discretized. The discretization of the boundary integral equation, in either formulation,
can be done either through a collocation method, which enforces the equation point-wise
in a strong sense, or through a Galerkin method which enforces the equation as a weighted
integral in a weak sense. Youngren and Acrivos [27] used a direct formulation of the boundary
integral equation but used a collocation method of solution. Zick and Homsy [28] were the
first to use a Galerkin discretization but used an indirect formulation. Our work is, to the
best of our knowledge, the first Galerkin discretization using a direct formulation. The direct
formulation is essential with slip velocities and when a formulation using physical quantities
is desired. Galerkin methods yield symmetric discretization of self-adjoint problems and are
thus preferred, when feasible, over collocation discretization which usually do not preserve
self-adjointness [27, 29]. For certain smooth boundaries, for example spheres, Galerkin
methods provides the most accurate results for the least number of unknowns [30].
To summarize, the main result of this section is an explicit expression for the rigid body
motion of N particles, in terms of the mobility and the propulsion matrices. The propulsion
matrices are infinite in number as compared to only four mobility matrices and this explains
the much richer dynamics and interesting orbits seen in active particles, even in the absence
of external forces and torques. The mobility and propulsion matrices are obtained in terms
of matrix elements of the Green’s function and the stress tensor, in a basis of complete
orthogonal functions on the particle boundaries. The results in this section are valid, for
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any shape of particle and any geometry of the boundary enclosing the fluid. In the next
section, we specialize to spherical particles and an unbounded fluid. For spherical particles,
the boundary integrals and the matrix elements can be expressed in terms of derivatives
of the Green’s function, and additionally, the one-particle matrix element is diagonal in an
unbounded fluid. The explicit analytical form of the matrix elements leads to an efficient
numerical method of simulating active suspensions, as we explain below.
III. MICROHYDRODYNAMICS OF ACTIVE SPHERES IN AN UNBOUNDED
FLUID
We now consider the problem of N colloidal spheres of radius a with active boundary
layers in an unbounded Stokes flow. The sphere centers are at Rn and their velocities and
angular velocities are Vn and Ωn respectively. Additionally, the orientation of each sphere
is specified by an unit vector pn, which represents the symmetry axis of the active velocity.
The system of coordinates is shown in figure 1. We assume Dirichlet boundary conditions
on the surface of each sphere and fluid to be at rest at infinity,
v(r) = Vn + Ωn × ρn + va(ρn), r = Rn + ρn ∈ Sn, (22a)∫
v · n dSn = 0, (22b)
|v| → 0, |p| → 0, |r| → ∞. (23)
We now obtain explicit expressions for the boundary integrals and matrix elements from
which the solution of (5) can be obtained. The Green’s function G(r, r′) of Stokes flow
that vanishes at infinity, p the corresponding pressure vector, and K(r, r′) the stress tensor
associated with this Green’s function are
pj(r, r
′) = −∇j∇2ρ = 2ρj
ρ3
, (24a)
Gij(r, r
′) =
(
δij∇2 −∇i∇j
)
ρ =
δij
ρ
+
ρiρj
ρ3
, (24b)
Kijk(r, r
′) = −δik pj +∇kGij +∇iGjk = −6ρiρjρk
ρ5
, (24c)
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FIG. 1. Coordinate system used to describe active spherical particles. The m-th and n-th particles
are shown. Center of mass coordinates are Rm and Rn while orientations are the unit vectors pm
and pn. Points on the boundaries of the spheres are rm = Rm + ρm and rn = Rn + ρn.
where, as before, ρ = r − r′. The natural choice of Galerkin basis functions φ(l)(ρn) on
the sphere are spherical harmonics. However, they are less convenient for expanding vector
fields as the expansion coefficients no longer transform as Cartesian tensors under rotations.
This inconvenience can be circumvented by choosing tensorial spherical harmonics as the
Galerkin expansion basis [31–33]. The l-th tensorial spherical harmonic is an irreducible
Cartesian tensor of rank l. Consequently, the expansion coefficients are Cartesian tensors of
rank (l + 1), symmetric irreducible in their last l indices. Elementary angular momentum
algebra shows that they must each be a sum of three irreducible tensors of rank (l − 1), l
and (l+ 1) [34]. This leads to a very convenient classification of boundary integrals, matrix
elements, and rigid body motion, as we shall show below.
The tensorial spherical harmonics are defined as
Y (l)α1α2...αl(ρ̂) = (−1)l ρl+1 (∇α1∇α2 . . .∇αl)
1
ρ
. (25)
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We write this in a more compact notation
Y(l)(ρ̂) = (−1)l ρl+1∇(l) 1
ρ
. (26)
The tensorial spherical harmonics are orthogonal on the sphere [35],
1
4pia2
∫
Y(l)(ρ̂n) Y
(l′)(ρ̂n) dS = δll′
l! (2l − 1)!!
(2l + 1)
∆(l), (27)
where ∆(l) is a tensor of rank 2l that projects any l-th order tensor to its symmetric irre-
ducible form [19, 35].
We expand both velocities and tractions on the surface of the particles in tensorial spher-
ical harmonics as
f(Rn + ρn) =
∞∑
l=0
(2l + 1)
4pia2
F(l+1)n Y(l)(ρ̂n), (28a)
v(Rn + ρn) =
∞∑
l=0
1
l! (2l − 1)!! V
(l+1)
n Y(l)(ρ̂n), (28b)
where  indicates a l-fold contraction between a tensor of rank-l and a higher rank tensor.
From the orthogonality of the tensorial harmonics, it follows that
F(l+1)n =
1
l! (2l − 1)!!
∫
f(Rn + ρn) Y
(l)(ρ̂n) dSn, (29a)
V(l+1)n =
(2l + 1)
4pia2
∫
S′
v(Rn + ρn) Y
(l)(ρ̂n) dSn. (29b)
From these definitions, it is clear that F
(l+1)
n and V
(l+1)
n are tensors of rank l+ 1, symmetric
irreducible in their last l indices. As mentioned before, it follows from angular momentum
algebra that F(l+1) and V(l+1) can be expressed as the sum of three irreducible tensors of
rank (l + 1), l, and (l − 1). These are [32, 36]
F(l) = ∆(l)F(l0) − l − 1
l
∆(l−1) · F(l1) + l(l − 1)
2(2l − 1)∆
(l−1)δF(l2), (30a)
V(l) = ∆(l)V(l0) − l − 1
l
∆(l−1) ·V(l1) + l(l − 1)
2(2l − 1)∆
(l−1)δV(l2), (30b)
where F(lσ) and V(lσ) are symmetric irreducible tensors of rank l− σ. The irreducible parts
are obtained from the reducible tensors by complete symmetrization and detracing and by
appropriate contractions with the Levi-Civita and identity tensors,
F(l0) = F(l), F(l1) =  · F(l), F(l2) = δ : F(l), (31a)
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V(l0) = V(l), V(l1) =  ·V(l), V(l2) = δ : V(l). (31b)
Inserting the velocity and traction expansions in the boundary integral representation gives
the flow as
8piη v(r) = −
N∑
m=1
∞∑
l=0
[
G(l+1)(r, Rm) F(l+1)m − ηK(l+1)(r, Rm)V(l+1)m
]
, (32)
where the boundary integrals are
G(l+1)(r, Rm) =
2l + 1
4pia2
∫
G(r,Rm + ρm) Y
(l)(ρ̂) dS, (33a)
K(l+1)(r, Rm) =
1
l! (2l − 1)!!
∫
K(r,Rm + ρm) · n Y(l)(ρ) dS. (33b)
As we show in the Appendix B, these boundary integrals can be expressed as derivatives of
the Green’s function and the stress tensor,
G(l+1)(r, Rm) =a
l∆(l)
(
1 +
a2
4l + 6
∇2m
)
∇(l)mG(r, Rm), (34a)
K(l+1)(r, Rm) =
4pial+1∆(l)
(l − 1)!(2l + 1)!!
(
1 +
a2
4l + 6
∇2m
)
∇m(l−1)K(r, Rm), (34b)
where K(l+1)(r, Rm) is defined for l ≥ 1 and vanishes identically for l = 0. Using (30a)
and (30b), the l-th order gradient in the first flow integral can be decomposed into a sum of
three irreducible gradients, corresponding to each irreducible component of the coefficients.
Further, as we show in Appendix C, expressing the stress tensor in terms of the Green’s
function and pressure vector, and utilizing the equation of motion, (2), that connects them,
the l-th term in the second flow integral can be expressed as gradients of the Green’s function
alone. The irreducible decomposition of the gradient again yields exactly three irreducible
terms, corresponding to the irreducible components of the velocity coefficients. Grouping
both the first and second series together, then provides a compact expression for the exterior
flow due to N active spheres,
v(r) = −
∑
m
∑
l
∑
σ
v(lσ)(r,Rm), (35)
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8piη v(lσ)(r, rm) =

al∆(l+1)F lm∇(l)mG(r, rm)Q(l0)m , σ = 0
−al l
l+1
∆(l)
(
∇(l)m ×G(r, rm)
)
Q(l1)m , σ = 1
al l(l+1)
2(2l+1)
∆(l)∇(l−2)m ∇2mG(r, rm)Q(l2)m , σ = 2,
(36)
where
F ln =
(
1 +
a2
4l + 6
∇2n
)
, (37)
is an operator which encodes the finite size of the sphere. The flow is expressed as irre-
ducible gradients of the Green’s function with coefficients which are linear combinations of
the irreducible traction and velocity coefficients. In this form, the flow field is manifestly
incompressible and biharmonic. Thus far, no use has been made of the properties of the
Green’s function in an unbounded fluid, and thus, these results are valid for any bounding
geometry. The irreducible combinations of the velocity and traction coefficients are
Q(lσ) =

F(l0) − (1− δl0) 8piηa(l−2)!(2l−1)!!V(l0), σ = 0
F(l1) − 8(l−1)piηa
l(l−2)!(2l−1)!!V
(l1), σ = 1
F(l2) + 12piηa
(l−2)!(2l−1)!!V
(l2), σ = 2.
(38)
The contributions from the velocity vanish for l = 0 and l = 1, σ = 1, as the second
integral vanishes for a rigid body motion. For l = 1, σ = 0, we recognize the combination of
symmetric traction and velocity moments first introduced by Landau and Lifshitz [13] and
subsequently called the stresslet by Batchelor [37]. The above provides a generalization of
this coefficient to arbitrary orders in tensorial harmonic expansion. The flow due to the l-th
term has contributions that decay as 1/ρl+1 and 1/ρl+3. Thus, an expansion truncated at
l = 2 includes all long-ranged contributions to the flow.
The structure of the irreducible components of the flow are shown explicitly for l =
0, 1, 2, 3 in table II, together with the contribution from a general l. From this table, we see
that only σ = 0 terms have finite-sized corrections. Further, the finite-size correction for
any l has the same form as the σ = 2 contribution from l + 2. This pattern is clearly seen
at each order in the table. The flows corresponding to l = 0, 1, 2, 3 are plotted in figure 2
and discussed further in the next section.
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FIG. 2. Axisymmetric and swirling flows due to traction and velocity modes on the surface of a
sphere. Streamlines are overlaid on a pseudocolor plot of the logarithm of the magnitude of the
fluid velocity in a planes containing the axis of the symmetry in the first four figures and in planes
normal to it in the last two figures. The vectorial and septorial quadratic modes produce force-free,
torque-free translation. The cubic spinlet mode produces force-free, torque-free rotation.
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8piη v(lσ) σ = 0 σ = 1 σ = 2
l = 0 F0mG ·Q(10) — —
l = 1 F1m∇GQ(20) −12
(∇×G) ·Q(21) —
l = 2 F2m∇∇GQ(30) −23∇
(∇×G)Q(31) 25∇2GQ(32)
l = 3 F3m∇∇∇GQ(40) −34∇∇ ·
(∇×G)Q(41) 3635∇∇2GQ(42)
...
...
...
...
l F lm∆(l+1)∇(l)GQ(l0) − ll+1∆(l)
(∇(l) ×G)Q(l1) l(l+1)2(2l+1)∆(l)∇(l−2)∇2GQ(l2)
TABLE II. Fluid flow due to a sphere in a Stokes flow consists of three terms at any order l,
given by σ = 0, 1, and 2. We use the fact the Q(l) can be broken into three parts, Q(lσ) which are
individually symmetric and traceless in their last l− σ indices. The fluid flow can then be written
in terms of the Green’s function of the Stokes flow which manifestly ensures incompressibility and
biharmonicity (see Appendix C).
The system of linear equations that relate the velocity and traction coefficients are
4piηV(l+1)n = −
N∑
m=1
∞∑
l′=0
[
G(l+1, l
′+1)
nm (Rn, Rm) F(l
′+1)
m − ηK(l+1, l
′+1)
nm (Rn, Rm)V(l
′+1)
m
]
,
(39)
where the matrix elements are given by double integrals of the Greens’ function and the
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stress tensor,
G(l+1, l
′+1)
nm =
(2l + 1)(2l′ + 1)
(4pia2)2
∫
Y(l)(ρn) G(Rn + ρn,Rm + ρm) Y
(l′)(ρm) dSmdS, (40a)
K(l+1, l
′+1)
nm =
2l + 1
4pia2(l′ − 1)!(2l′ + 1)!!
∫
Y(l)(ρn)K(Rn + ρn,Rm + ρm) · n Y(l′)(ρm) dSmdSn.
(40b)
As we show in Appendix D, these matrix elements can be expressed in terms of derivatives of
the Greens’ functions and the stress tensor when the particle indices are not equal. For equal
particle indices, the Green’s function matrix element is reduced to an angular integration
and the stress tensor matrix element is the identity tensor. These results are collected below,
G(l+1, l
′+1)
nm =

δll′
(2l+1)
(2pia)
∫
dΩ Y(l)(ρ̂) (I− ρ̂ρ̂) Y(l)(ρ̂), m = n
al+l
′F lmF l′m∇(l)n ∇(l
′)
m G(Rn, Rm), m 6= n,
(41a)
K(l+1, l
′+1)
nm =

−δll′ 4piI∆(l), m = n
4pia(l+l
′+1)
(l′−1)!(2l′+1)!!F lmF l
′
m∇(l)n ∇(l
′−1)
m K(Rn, Rm), m 6= n.
(41b)
We note that the diagonal (m = n) expression of the K
(l+1, l′+1)
nm is defined for l′ ≥ 1 and
K
(l+1, l′+1)
nm = 0 for l′ = 0. We emphasize that the diagonal matrix elements are evaluated
using the translational invariance of the Green’s function and the stress tensor. For the
off-diagonal matrix elements, no such property is used, and the results, therefore, are valid
for any bounding geometry.
The matrix elements having been determined, the rigid body motion can now be obtained
from the formal solution of the previous section, in terms of the mobility and propulsion
matrices, (10),
Vn = V
a
n +
N∑
m
[
µTTnm · Fem + µTRnm ·Tem
]
+
N∑
m6=n
∞∑
l=1
[
pi(T, l+1)nm V(l+1)m
]
, (42a)
Ωn = Ω
a
n +
N∑
m
[
µRTnm · Fem + µRRnm ·Tem
]
+
N∑
m 6=n
∞∑
l=1
[
pi(R, l+1)nm V(l+1)m
]
. (42b)
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The active velocity Van and active angular velocity Ω
a
n are
4pia2 Van = −
∫
va(rn) dSn, (43a)
4pia2 Ωan = −
3
2a
∫
ρ̂n × va(rn) dSn, (43b)
the mobility matrices are
8piηµTTnm = δnmG
(1, 1)
nn + (1− δnm)
(
G(1, 1)nm −
[
GLH(GHH)−1GHL
](1, 1)
nm
)
, (44a)
8piηµTRnm =
1
2
 : (1− δnm)
(
G(1, 2)nm −
[
GLH(GHH)−1GHL
](1, 2)
nm
)
, (44b)
8piηµRTnm =
1
2
 : (1− δnm)
(
G(2, 1)nm −
[
GLH(GHH)−1GHL
](2, 1)
nm
)
, (44c)
8piηµRRnm =
1
4
δnmG
(2, 2)
nn +
1
4
(1− δnm)
(
G(2, 2)nm −
[
GLH(GHH)−1GHL
](2, 2)
nm
)
, (44d)
and the propulsion matrices are
8pipi(T, l+1)nm = K
(1, l+1)
nm +
[
GLH(GHH)−1(4pi I− KHH)](1, l+1)
nm
, (45a)
8pipi(R, l+1)nm = K
(2, l+1)
nm +
[
GLH(GHH)−1(4pi I− KHH)](2, l+1)
nm
. (45b)
The above expressions are generalizations of Stokes law, which expresses the linearity of
tractions and velocities, to the motion of N active particles and are central results of this
section.
It is useful to compare these results with existing results for computing many-body hydro-
dynamic interactions of spheres. In the absence of active velocities the boundary condition
reduces to the usual no-slip boundary condition on the surface of each sphere. Then, there
is no contribution from the second integral of the boundary integral representation and we
obtain a single-layer formulation, first used by Zick and Homsy [28], for computing the
mobility of a periodic suspension. We should emphasise that Zick and Homsy used a re-
ducible polynomial basis, in which redundant polynomials have to be manually removed
from the sum. In contrast, the tensorial spherical harmonics are irreducible and, therefore,
do not contain any redundant terms. In this limit of vanishing active velocity, truncating the
Galerkin expansion to linear terms yields the method of computing far-field hydrodynamic
interactions in the so-called “FTS” Stokesian dynamics method of Brady and colleagues
[25, 26]. This low-order truncation has been subsequently extended upto to 7-th order in
polynomials by Ichiki [23]. However, Ichiki’s extension requires six separate steps to relate
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the velocity coefficients to the traction coefficients. In contrast, the method provided here,
since it uses identical basis functions for both velocity and traction, directly provides expres-
sions for the coefficient matrices and the problem is reduced, directly, to solving the linear
system. The extension of Stokesian dynamics method to active particles and its comparison
to the method presented here, has been been done in section VI.
Returning to the case of active velocities, several authors have used the method of re-
flections for computing hydrodynamic interactions between pairs of spheres. Keh and Chen
[8, 38] consider both the electrophoretic and thermophoretic interactions between particle
pairs, computed to O(ρ−7) in particle separation ρ. Anderson [7] has computed the change in
the electrophoretic mobility in an infinite suspension as a function of volume fraction using
the superposition approximation. Rider and O’Brien [9] computed the AC electrophoretic
mobility as a function of volume fraction and frequency of applied field, again in the super-
position approximation. None of these papers have recognised, though, that hydrodynamic
interactions between active particles can be completely described by propulsion matrices,
nor have any of them provided a recipe for their evaluation, both of which have been ac-
complished in this paper.
IV. MINIMAL TRUNCATION AND SUPERPOSITION APPROXIMATION
In this section, we consider a truncated version of the theory developed in the previous
section, that retains the essential aspects of the hydrodynamic interactions between active
spheres. Our truncation retains the least number of terms that are necessary to produce
force-free translations and torque-free rotations of a single active spheres and to include all
long-ranged contributions to the hydrodynamic interaction between many active spheres. It
is, in this sense, a minimally truncated version of the general theory of the previous section.
As we now show, expanding the boundary fields to cubic order in surface polynomials, that
is retaining terms up to Y(3)(ρ̂), provides the desired minimal truncation.
In this minimal truncation, only terms corresponding to l = 0, 1, 2, 3 in (28) are retained
4pia2 f(R + ρ) =
[
F(1) + 3 F(2) Y(1)(ρ̂) + 5 F(3) Y(2)(ρ̂) + 7 F(4) Y(3)(ρ̂)
]
, (46a)
v(R + ρ) =
[
V(1) + V(2) Y(1)(ρ̂) + 1
6
V(3) Y(2)(ρ̂) + 1
90
V(4) Y(3)(ρ̂)
]
. (46b)
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The reducible traction coefficients are expressed in terms of their irreducible parts as (30a)
F(1) = −Fe, (47a)
aF(2) = S +
1
2
 ·Te, (47b)
a2 F(3) = Γ− 2
3
∆(2)  ( ·Ψ) + 3
5
∆(2)  δD, (47c)
a3 F(4) = Θ− 3
4
∆(3)  ( ·Λ) + 6
7
∆(3)  δΞ, (47d)
while the reducible velocity coefficients are, similarly, expressed in terms of their irreducible
parts as (30b)
V(1) = V −Va, (48a)
1
a
V(2) = s−  · (Ω−Ωa), (48b)
1
a2
V(3) = γ − 2
3
∆(2)  ( ·ψ) + 3
5
∆(2)  δd, (48c)
1
a3
V(4) = θ − 3
4
∆(3)  ( · λ) + 6
7
∆(3)  δξ. (48d)
Here, Fe, Te and S are the familiar force, torque and stresslet strengths. D, Ψ and Γ are
the irreducible parts of the quadratic coefficients F(3). They are irreducible tensors of rank
1, 2, and 3 as expected from angular momentum algebra. Similarly, Θ, Λ and Ξ are the
irreducible parts of the cubic coefficients F(4), and again, are tensors of rank 2, 3 and 4 [39–
42]. The respective velocity coefficients are written in lower case. The flow expression (34)
for a single particle for each l, σ is given in table (II). The coefficients are linear combinations
of the traction and velocity coefficients, to four of which we give explicit names
Q(20) = F(20) − 8piηa
3
V(20) (Stresslet), (49a)
Q(30) = F(30) − 8piηa
15
V(30) (Septlet), (49b)
Q(31) = F(31) − 16piηa
45
V(31) (Vortlet), (49c)
Q(41) = F(41) − piηa
35
V(41) (Spinlet). (49d)
Recalling the definition of the expansion coefficients, (29), we find that
aQ(20) =
∫ [
1
2
(
f ρ+ (f ρ)T
)
− η
(
v ρ̂+ (v ρ̂)T
)]
dS, (50)
which, as we mentioned earlier, is the stresslet [37] introduced by Landau and Lifshitz [13].
The direct formulation of the boundary integral equation used here yields this combination
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in a natural manner and clearly shows the origin of each of the contributions from the
Green’s function and the stress tensor integrals. It also provides a natural extension of this
combination for expansion coefficients for any value of l and σ. The three combinations
explicitly named in the above, are particularly useful for the minimal description of spheres
with active boundary layers. Their significance is as follows. The septlet is a third rank
irreducible tensor and its flow decays as 1/ρ3. The vortlet and spinlet are, respectively,
second rank and third rank irreducible tensors. They are, respectively, the leading and next
to leading order terms that produce torque-free swirling flows. All these flows are plotted
in figure 2 when the expansion tensors are uniaxial.
The irreducible traction and velocity coefficients are related by the solution of the diagonal
part of (39), and on using (41a) and (41b), we find that the relation is both diagonal and
scalar,
8piηV(lσ)n = δll′δσσ′ G
(lσ, lσ)
nn F
(l′σ′)
n . (51)
Explicitly, for each irreducible part we have
V = Va +
Fe
6piη a
, Ω = Ωa +
Te
8piη a3
(52a)
S = −20piη a
3
3
s, Γ = −7piη a
5
6
γ, (52b)
Ψ =
4piη a5
3
ψ, D = −2piη a5d, (52c)
Λ = −2piη a
7
15
λ. (52d)
The first of these equations shows that translation and rotation are possible in the absence
of external forces and torques. In their absence, the strengths of the potential dipole and
the spinlet are related to the active translation and rotational velocities. This is evident
from the expressions of these coefficients given in Appendix (C). At each order l, there are
(2l + 3) + (2l + 1) + (2l − 1) coefficients, from each of the three irreducible parts at that
order. This gives 3 coefficients at l = 0, which are the three components of the force, 8
coefficients at l = 1, which are the 5 components of the stresslet and 3 components of the
torque, 15 coefficients at l = 2, which are the 7 components of the septet, 5 components of
the vortlet, and 3 components of the potential dipole, and 21 components at l = 3. The
linear system at this order of truncation, then, is of size 47N × 47N . For particles that
number between tens to hundreds of thousands, this leads to a large numerical system that
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FIG. 3. Benchmarks for calculation of stresslet propulsion matrix piTs in the superposition
approximation on a 4-core machine using the PyStokes library [44]. The present implementation
of the library shows a linear scaling with the number of cores and quadratic scaling with the number
of particles.
must be solved efficiently. The full details of the numerical implementation, using matrix-
free iterative solvers and fast methods for matrix vector products, will be presented in a
future contribution.
A significant simplification occurs at small concentrations, when the distance between
particles is large compared to their radius. At small volume fractions, the mean distance
between active particles is large compared to their size. The off-diagonal terms in the linear
system, which depend on the distance between particles, are therefore small. Consequently,
all off-diagonal terms in (41a, 41a) can be neglected, and the boundary integral equation
becomes diagonal in the particle indices. The values of the tractions obtained from the one-
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body solution are, then, a good approximation for the many-body situation. At this order
of approximation, the off-diagonal matrix elements in the mobility and propulsion matrices
are negligible, and only the direct superposition contribution remains. This superposition
approximation to the hydrodynamic interaction was first utilised by Kirkwood and Riseman
[43] in their study of polymer dynamics. With this approximation, the mobility matrices
are
8piηµTTnm = F0nF0mG, 8piηµTRnm =
1
2
∇m ×G, (53a)
8piηµRTnm =
1
2
∇n ×G, 8piηµRRnm =
1
4
∇n × (∇m ×G) , (53b)
and the propulsion matrices are
8piηpiTsnm = C20F0nF1m∇mG, 8piηpiRsnm =
C20
2
∇n × (∇mG), (54a)
8piηpiTγnm = C30F0nF2m∇m∇mG, 8piηpiRγnm =
C30
2
∇n × (∇m∇mG), (54b)
8piηpiTψnm = C31∇m(∇m ×G), 8piηpiRψnm =
C31
2
∇n × (∇m(∇m ×G)), (54c)
8piηpiTdnm = C32∇2mG, 8piηpiRdnm = 0 (54d)
8piηpiTλnm = C41∇m∇m(∇m ×G), 8piηpiRλnm =
C41
2
∇n × (∇m∇m(∇m ×G)). (54e)
The coefficients Clσ are derived using (52). The specific values can be found in table III.
This level of approximation yields a very simple and direct method for studying active
hydrodynamic interactions in dilute systems, through a pairwise summation of the mobility
and propulsion matrices. We have implemented this superposition method, using a direct
summation, in the PyStokes library [44]. In figure 3, we have plotted the time for computing
the contribution from a typical propulsion matrix, in this case the l = 1 contribution. The
library takes less than a minute for evaluating the velocity ofO(105) particles with prescribed
stresslets. The method scales quadratically in the number of particles and linearly in the
number of cores. Therefore, this provides method to compute the collective dynamics of a
large number of hydrodynamically interacting active particles on multi-core computational
architectures.
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V. SQUIRMERS IN A HARMONIC POTENTIAL
Lighthill [10] and Blake [3] considered a sphere with a general axisymmetric slip velocity
on the surface as a model for ciliated organisms. Retaining only tangential surface flows and
the first two terms of their velocity expansion, the active velocity is
vaρ = ρ̂ · va = 0, vaφ = φ̂ · va = 0, vaθ = θ̂ · va = B1 sin θ +B2 sin θ cos θ. (55a)
which can be written more compactly as,
va = (ρ̂ρ̂− I) ·
[
B1p +B2
(
pp− I
3
)
· ρ̂
]
, (56)
where p is the orientation vector and B1 and B2 are constants. In terms of tensorial spherical
harmonics, this is
va = −2B1
3
p− 3B2
5
(
pp− I
3
)
·Y(1)(ρ̂) + B1
3
pIY(2)(ρ̂) + B2
15
(
pp− I
3
)
IY(3)(ρ̂).
(57)
Comparing (60) with the velocity expansion in tensorial spherical harmonics (28b), we note
that l = 1, 2, 3 contribute to the flow created by the squirmer. Also, the specific form of the
coefficients of Y(l) ensures that only V(20), V(32), V(42) have non-vanishing contributions.
These are
V(10) = V −Van, V(20) = −
3
5
B2
(
pp− I
3
)
, (58a)
V(32) =
15
2
Van, V
(42) =
140
3
B2
(
pp− I
3
)
, (58b)
where the active translational velocity Van of the squirmer is
Van = −〈va〉 =
2B1
3
p. (59)
This is an example of a non-trivial solution of the traction, which satisfies the zero-force,
zero-torque constraint of (3), and yet, produces particle translation. The exterior flow due
this boundary velocity consists of a stresslet, a potential dipole, and a degenerate octupole.
Also, once the velocity coefficients are known then the tractions coefficients can be calculated
using (41a) and (52).
4pia2 f = 4piηaB2
(
pp− I
3
)
·Y(1)(ρ̂)− 12piηaB1p ·Y(2)(ρ̂)− 560
3
piηaB2
(
pp− I
3
)
Y(3)(ρ̂).
(60)
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So the flow expression due to the squirmer is a linear combination of the flow due to these
three terms as per table (II)
8piη v = C20F1m∇GQ(20) + C32∇2nGQ(32) + C42∇∇2GQ(42). (61)
Active suspensions under confinement produces interesting dynamical phases [11, 12, 45, 46].
Here we study effects of confinement on hydrodynamically interacting finite sized squirmers
of radius a. To do a minimal modeling of the squirmers, we truncate the velocity and angular
velocity update equation (42) at l = 2. The equations of the motion of the squirmers in the
external harmonic potential is then
R˙n = µ
TT
nn︸︷︷︸
O(1)
(−∇nU) +
N∑
m6=n
[
µTTnm︸︷︷︸
O(ρ−1)
·(−∇mU) + piTsnm︸︷︷︸
O(ρ−2)
sm + piTdnm︸︷︷︸
O(ρ−3)
dm
]
+ Van︸︷︷︸
O(1)
, (62a)
Ωn =
N∑
m6=n
[
µRTnm︸︷︷︸
O(ρ−2)
·(−∇mU) + piRsnm︸︷︷︸
O(ρ−3)
sm
]
, (62b)
where U is the potential due to the external force on each particle and the active velocity
Van = vspn, where vs is the squirmer speed. We use the following uniaxial parametrization
for the stresslet s and potential dipole d,
s = s0
(
pp− 1
3
I
)
, d = d0p, (63)
where s0 and d0 are stresslet and potential dipole strengths respectively. Since the particles
are harmonically confined, the force due to the potential is the usual spring force Fn =
−∇nU = −kRn, where k is the stiffness of the trap.
The equation describing the motion of a single passive particle in harmonic trap of spring
constant k can be written as,
R˙ = µTTnn F
e =
Fe
6piηa
= − kR
6piηa
. (64)
The given dynamical equation for the particle is solved exactly by, R(t) = R0e
−t/τ . So,
there is a time scale, τ1 in the system, given by τ1 =
6piηa
k
. This is the time scale due to the
overdamped motion of the particle in a harmonic potential. The final stable state is where
all the particles are near the origin of the harmonic potential. If the particle is active, there
is an additional term due to the active velocity of the particle R˙ = − kR
6piηa
+ vsp. The stable
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FIG. 4. Flow generated by a test sphere (white) with a body force acting on it in the downward
direction. This is the Stokeslet flow due to the particle at the north pole. The particles are situated
on the surface of the schematic sphere. The two tracer particles (yellow ones) on the surface of the
sphere then swim towards the test particle by orientating along it.
state of this system is found by setting the right hand side to zero, which defines a radius of
confinement given by, R∗ = 6piηvs
k
a = Aa, such that at the confinement radius, the net radial
velocity of the particle is zero. The stable configuration is now inverted and hence in the
long time limit all the particle are found on the surface of the sphere of radius R∗ [11, 47, 48].
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FIG. 5. Dynamics of two particles in a harmonic trap. The particles are initialised on the surface
of the sphere, with radius R∗ = Aa = 12.56a (indicated by a schematic sphere), which is their
stable state without HI. The first particle (blue) is initialised at the north pole and the second
particle is kept at an angle θ0 measured in anticlockwise direction from the position of the first
particle. In panel (a) θ0 = 180 and hence the angular velocity (65) of each particle is identically
zero and hence there is no dynamics. In panel (b) θ0 = 115 and particles form a closed 8-like orbit.
In panel (c) and (d), the final orbit is plotted for θ0 taking the values 190 and 260. It can be thus
seen that two particle dynamics depends critically on the initial condition. The axis of the orbit,
thus formed, is also dependent on the initial conditions.
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So a system of the non-interacting squirmer will have a stable state on the surface of the
sphere of the radius R∗. We use this as the initial condition for our simulations and study
the evolution of this stable initial state once the hydrodynamic interactions are turned on.
The lowest order terms in the velocity update equation (62) are the self terms µTTnn (−∇nU)
and Van. The lowest order term from the HI (hydrodynamic interactions) is the Stokeslet
µTTnm and decays inversely ρ
−1, as the distance between the particles increases. In figure 4,
the flow due to a Stokeslet on the north pole of the schematic sphere, is plotted. It is shown
that the two other particles, which are moving in the field of the Stokeslet on north pole,
move towards the source sphere by orienting towards it. This observation is crucial for the
motion of particles in the harmonic potential, as Stokeslet is the most dominant term in the
velocity and angular velocity equations once a large number of particles are considered.
Here we discuss simplest possible treatment of the HI in the trap. Since we are working
in the superposition approximation, the HI is pairwise additive, hence the two particles
dynamics should give us insight for problem of many squirmers in the harmonic potential.
Consider the O(1) terms in the position update equation, we see that the stable position
is the surface of the sphere, which we take as the initial condition. So unless we rotate
the particle towards the trap center, nothing interesting will happen. The angular equations
then determine the stability of this state. The leading terms in the angular velocity equation
are µRTnm and µ
Rs
nm as the potential dipole does not contribute to the angular velocity. For
two particles the orientational dynamics is then given by
p˙1 =
(−k (R2 ×R1)
8piηρ3
+
3C20s0 (p2 · ρ) (p2 × ρ)
ρ5
)
× p1, (65a)
p˙2 =
(−k (R1 ×R2)
8piηρ3
+
3C20s0 (p1 · ρ) (p1 × ρ)
ρ5
)
× p2. (65b)
Thus the angular velocity depends on the coordinates of other particles and not their ori-
entations, at lowest order. This dominant term sets the rotational time scale in the system
τr =
8piηa
k
.
The dynamics of the two particles depends critically on their initial condition. If two
particles are initialised on two diametrically opposite points then the there is no contribution
to the angular velocity as µRTnm and µ
Rs
nm are identically zero and hence the particle do not
rotate. Therefore the dynamics is frozen. If the angle between particles is different from
180 degrees, then they form an 8-like structure which is a closed orbit. In figure 5 we have
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(a) t=0 (b) t=τr
(c) t=2τr (d) t=8τr
FIG. 6. Snapshots from the simulation of 104 active particles, confined in a harmonic potential, at
different times in terms of the rotational time scale τr =
8piηa
k . Squirmers are spherical particles with
a radius a and orientation vector p. In the figures, the squirmers are denoted by cones located at
the particle position and pointing in the direction of their orientation vector. The colormap shows
the distance of the particles from the origin. The initial condition at time t = 0 corresponding to
a uniform distribution of the squirmers on the surface of trap sphere of radius R∗ = Aa = 1256.6a
(indicated by a schematic sphere). With time, steady-state convective currents are established and,
the so-called self-assembled pump is formed in the system. See the supplementary material for the
Movie. The simulations were performed using the PyStokes library [44].
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plotted the closed orbits formed by a system of two particles. The two-particle dynamics
is then strongly determined by the initial condition. As the angular velocity (65) of each
particle is identically zero for θ0 = 180, there is no rotation for this initial condition. For
any other initial angle between the particles, a closed orbit is formed. The axis of this orbit
is dependent on the initial condition of the particles as can be seen in figure 5.
In figure 6, snapshots from the simulation of 104 finite-sized active particles confined
in a harmonic potential have been given at different times in terms of the rotational time
scale τr =
8piηa
k
, determined by the Stokeslet contribution to the angular velocity in (62).
The initial condition at t = 0 corresponding to a uniform distribution of the squirmers on
the surface of the sphere of radius R∗ = Aa = 1256.6a. This corresponds to the stable
distribution of active squirmers without HI. We see the destabilization of this structure
through the reorientation induced by the HI. The system eventually obtains a steady-state
of convective currents, the so-called self-assembled pump [11]. Eq. (62) show that the key
ingredients necessary for the pumping state are (a) one-body self-propulsion and (b) two-
body rotation from the vorticity of the Stokeslet induced in the trap. The interesting things
happen near the surface of the particles when the particle can not go any further, as the
radial velocity is zero and need a angular velocity to rotate them back. On account of the
hydrodynamic interactions from other particles, the particles on the surface are rotated back
to the center of the trap. The dynamics is strongly determined by the Stokeslet flow as given
in figure 4. The particles tends to come together and move towards the center of the trap
but as they approach the center their orientations are rotated and then the one-body active
velocity terms start dominating in making them move back to the surface of the confining
sphere. Again, as they move towards the confining sphere, the Stokeslet strength picks up
and pulls the particle back. This results in a pump-like motion of a macroscopic number of
particles inside the trap. We also see that the two particles form a closed orbit about the
surface of the trap and hence in the N particle limit the behavior should be qualitatively
similar, which is indeed the case. Now since the number of particles is large, they tend to
bring the particles more closer to the origin till the Stokeslet contribution are weak and
the particles again start moving back to the surface of the confining sphere. We note that
only the leading order terms in (62) are important and account for the self-assembled pump.
Thus the necessary and sufficient condition to obtain the pumping state are one-body self-
propulsion and two-body rotation from the vorticity of the Stokeslet induced in the trap.
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VI. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
In the preceding sections, we have developed a systematic theory for studying hydrody-
namic interactions in active colloidal particles. It is instructive to compare our approach
with existing descriptions of active matter. These can be broadly classified into kinematic
theories that prescribe active motion, without considering the balance of mass, momentum,
angular momentum and energy, and dynamic theories which derive the active motion from
the balance of these conserved quantities. The models of Toner and Tu [49], Vicsek [50],
and Chate [51] belong the former category, while those of Finlayson and Scriven [52], Simha
and Ramaswamy [53], and Saintillan and Shelley [54] belong to the latter category [55–57].
The models, both kinematic and dynamic, can be also be classified by the length and time
scales at which they resolve matter. Hydrodynamic theories operate at the coarsest length
and time scales, and retain only variables that relax slowly. Kinetic theories operate at
smaller length and time scales and contain in them the hydrodynamic description. Finally,
particulate models offer a scale of resolution higher than both of hydrodynamic and kinetic
theories and offer a complementary description free of the requirement of a continuum limit.
In the context of the above classification, our approach is a momentum-conserving par-
ticulate model for active matter. Active motion in our approach is not prescribed by fiat,
but appears as a consequence of the balance of forces and torques, both at the particle
boundaries and in the bulk ambient fluid. The contact forces and torques at the boundary
are supplied by non-equilibrium processes that occur in the boundary layer which appear,
in our approach, as an active velocity. We parametrize this velocity in full generality, and
thus, all possible forms of active motion that arise from boundary layer phenomena are,
in principle, included in our description. The specificity is contained in the velocity ex-
pansion coefficients, which depend on additional fields like electrical or chemical potentials
in physico-chemical contexts, or on the motility of organelles, like cilia, in biological con-
texts. Thus, our approach provides a generic framework for active matter without sacrificing
specific detail.
The Stokesian dynamics method has been extended to active particles, as reviewed in the
work of Koch and Subramanian [58]. In particular, Ishikawa et al. [59, 60] have considered
spheres with axisymmetric slip velocities, truncated to the first two non-trivial contributions,
and computed the far-field contribution to the rigid body motion in the superposition approx-
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imation, while using a lubrication approximation to compute the near-field contribution. In
contrast, our work includes both axisymmetric and swirling components of the active veloc-
ity and does not make any separation of far-field and near-field hydrodynamic interactions.
Ishikawa et al. also use boundary element method, that is, a collocation discretization of the
single layer boundary integral equation, to compute near-field hydrodynamic interactions.
Momentum conservation in our approach can be enforced without the need for explicit
fluid degrees of freedom. This is possible at low Reynolds numbers, as the momentum bal-
ance equation for the fluid reduces to an elliptic partial differential equation whose solution
can be represented as integrals over the domain boundaries. In contrast to models that
retain explicit fluid degrees of freedom to enforce momentum conservation [11, 61–65], our
approach eliminates explicit fluid degrees of freedom and yet retains momentum conserva-
tion. Momentum conservation is enforced at the boundaries and is automatically ensured in
the bulk through the integral representation. This reduction of the three-dimensional par-
tial differential equation to a two-dimensional integral equation leads to efficient numerical
methods for dynamic simulations of active particles.
Squirmers have been studied previously in the work of Pagonabarraga and Llopis [61]
using lattice Boltzmann (LB) methods. They subtract a constant amount of momentum
with fixed magnitude from the fluid, in a solid cone, which lie in predefined direction of
motion of the particle. The subtracted momentum is then added to the active particle,
such that momentum conservation is ensured. In another work Baskaran and Marchetti
[66] model the active swimmer by a asymmetric rigid dumbbell composed of two Stokeslet
differing in size, and hence the leading order hydrodynamic interaction in their case is
O(ρ−2). They have then used a multipole expansion and a continuum analysis of the model.
In contrast, we assume a spherical particle with active velocity specified on its surface which
is then expanded in a Galerkin basis which leads to a systematic series of term which has a
nice group-theoretic classification. And hence any generic mechanism generating the active
velocity can be modeled in our scheme of expansion in a complete orthonormal Galerkin
basis.
In this paper, we have provided explicit expression for the boundary integrals and matrix
elements for a spherical active particles in an unbounded fluid. The extension to other ge-
ometries is accomplished by using a Green’s function appropriate to that geometry. Thus,
active colloidal suspensions near plane walls and in periodic domains can be treated straight-
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forwardly within this method. The periodic domain needs special care as a naive flow sum-
mation is conditionally convergent and a limiting procedure is needed to render the flow
unconditionally convergent [26, 67].
Hierarchical assemblies of active particles like single filaments with free [65] or clamped
[68] boundary condition and active suspensions of short filaments [69] can be studied under
this framework. Suspension rheology beyond the dilute can be studied systematically within
our approach. Extensions of the present study in the above directions will be presented in
future contributions.
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for many useful discussions; M. Rao, H. Stark, S. Saha, and R. Winkler for useful comments
at the ICSM 2014 in Jaipur where this work was first presented; M. E. Cates and A. Donev
for constructive remarks on an earlier version of this manuscript; and the Department of
Atomic Energy, Government of India, for financial support.
Appendix A: Boundary integral equation for electrostatics
The electrostatic problem of computing the potential due to N spheres has a similar form
as (6). Here, the potential is determined by Laplace’s equation,
∇2ψ = 0, (A1)
which has an integral representation [70]
4pi ψ(r) =
N∑
m=1
∫
[G(r, rm)σ(rm)−  niKi(r, rm)ψ(rm) ] dSm, r ∈ V
r ∈ Sm (A2)
G(r, r′) =
1
ρ
, Ki(r, r
′) = ∇iG = − ρi
ρ3
. (A3)
The potential in space, ψ, is expressed as integrals over the particle surfaces of the potential
and its normal derivative n ·∇ψ = σ, where  is the permittivity and σ is the surface charge
density. Thus, there is a close analogy between the microhydrodynamic and electrostatic
problems, with the correspondence
v↔ ψ, f ↔ σ, η ↔ . (A4)
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The analogy is not wholly complete since niKi is the normal derivative of the Green’s func-
tion of the Laplace equation, while nkKijk is the sum of derivatives of the Green’s function of
the Stokes equation and the pressure Green’s function. However, it does provide a heuristic
for understanding microhydrodynamic phenomena guided by electrostatic analogies.
Appendix B: Evaluation of boundary integrals
In this appendix, we outline the derivation of (34), from (33), which expresses the bound-
ary integral in terms of the derivatives of the Green’s function. The key idea is to Taylor
expand the Green’s function about the center of the sphere, and express the l-th degree
polynomial of the radius vector in terms of tensorial spherical harmonics. Orthogonality
of the harmonics and biharmonicity of the Green’s function reduces this infinite number of
terms in the Taylor series to exactly two, giving the result in (34). To show these steps
explicitly, the Taylor expansion is
G(r, R + ρ) =
∞∑
l=0
1
l!
(ρ ·∇)(l) G(r, R + ρ)
∣∣∣
ρ=0
, (B1)
where the expansion of the symmetric l-th degree polynomial in tensorial spherical harmonics
is
(ρ ·∇)(l) =(ρα1ρα2ρα3 · · · ραl)(∇α1∇α2∇α3 · · · ∇αl). (B2)
It should be noted that (ρα1ρα2ρα3 · · · ραl) is not in its irreducible form. Now to make use of
the orthogonality relation of (27) we convert the ρ(l) to tensorial spherical harmonics using
the following trick [19]
ρi1ρi2ρi3 · · · ρil+2 =al
Y
(l)
i1i2···il+2
(2l − 1)!! +
al
2l − 1
∑
jk pairs
δijik
Y
(l−2)
i1i2···ij−1ij+1···ik−1ik+1···il
(2l − 5)!! +O(l − 4). (B3)
from which it follows that
(ρ ·∇)(l) =al
[
Y(l)∇(l)
(2l − 1)!! +
1
2l − 1
∑
jk pairs
Y(l−2)∇2∇(l−2)
(2l − 5)!! +O(l − 4)
]
. (B4)
Thus, only two terms remain on integration, giving
G(l+1)(r, R) = al∆(l)
(
1 +
a2
4l + 6
∇2
)
∇(l) G(r,R). (B5)
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Thus we see that the only terms surviving in the summation correspond to l and the l − 2
with a Laplacian and all the other terms go to zero by biharmonicity or due to odd powers
of ρ. Following the same method, it is straightforward to show that boundary integral
contribution of the stress tensor to the flow is
K(l+1)(r, Rm) =
4pial+1∆(l)
(l − 1)!(2l + 1)!!
(
1 +
a2
4l + 6
∇2m
)
∇m(l−1)K(r, Rm), (B6)
Appendix C: Irreducible parts of boundary integrals
The flow due to the boundary integral of the Green’s function is easily decomposed, using
(30a), into its irreducible parts as
8piη vG(r) =− al
∞∑
l=0
(
1 +
a2
4l + 6
∇2
)
∇(l)G F(l),
=− al
∞∑
l=0
[(
1 +
a2
4l + 6
∇2
)
∆(l+1)∇(l)G F(l0)
− l
l + 1
∆(l)
(∇(l) ×G) F(l1)
+
l(l + 1)
2(2l + 1)
∆(l)∇(l−2)∇2G F(l2)
]
, (C1)
The boundary integral of the stress tensor can be reduced to the same form by using (30b).
Writing the double layer contribution in the index notation.
8piη vKi (r) = η
∞∑
l=0
[(
1 +
a2
4l + 6
∇2
)
∇α1 . . .∇αl−1KjikVjkα1...αl−1
]
, (C2)
Now we use the (30b) in the previous expression to simplify it. Lets first calculate the σ = 0
contribution due to the double layer. Let consider
∇α1 . . .∇αl−1Kjik∆(l)V (l0)jkα1...αl−2 = 2∆(l)∇k∇α1 . . .∇αl−1GijV
(l0)
jkα1...αl−2 , (C3)
∇α1 . . .∇αl−1Kjik∆(l−1)jkγV (l1)γα2...αl−1 =
2l − 2
l
∆(l−1)jkγ∇k∇α1 . . .∇αl−1Gij, V (l1)jkα1...αl−2 ,
(C4)
∇α1 . . .∇αl−1Kjik∆(l−1)δjkV (l2)α2...αl−2 = −3∆(l−1)∇α3 . . .∇αl−1∇2Giα2V (l2)α2...αl−2 . (C5)
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So all the three terms contribute from all the three of its parts. This can then be generalized
to any lσ as
8piη vK(r) =
4pia(l+1)
(l − 1)!(2l + 1)!!
∞∑
l=0
[(
1 +
a2
4l + 6
∇2
)
∆(l+1)∇(l)GV(l0)
− l(2l − 2)
l(l + 1)
∆(l)
(∇(l) ×G)V(l1)
− 3l(l + 1)
2(2l + 1)
∆(l)∇(l−2)∇2GV(l2)
]
, (C6)
The two expressions due to single layer and double layer can then be added to obtain the
fluid flow (35) in terms of the Q(lσ). The expressions of Qlσ is given in (38). We also provide
the integral expressions below
aQ(20) =
∫ [
1
2
(
f ρ+ (f ρ)T
)
− η
(
v ρ̂+ (v ρ̂)T
)]
dS, (C7a)
a2Q(30) =
∫ [
1
6
(︷ ︸︸ ︷
f ρρ −2
5
(f · ρ)
︷︸︸︷
ρ I −1
5
︷︸︸︷
f I
)
− 2ηa
3
(︷ ︸︸ ︷
v ρ̂ρ̂ −2
5
(v · ρ̂)
︷︸︸︷
ρ̂ I −1
5
︷︸︸︷
v I
)]
dS,
(C7b)
a2Q(31) =
∫ [
1
6
(
(f × ρ)ρ+ {(f × ρ)ρ}T
)
− 4ηa
9
(
(v × ρ̂) ρ̂+ {(v × ρ̂) ρ̂}T
)]
dS,
(C7c)
a2Q(32) =
∫ [
1
6
(
(f · ρ)ρ− 1
3
f
)
− ηa
(
(v · ρ̂) ρ̂− 1
3
v
)]
dS, (C7d)
a3Q(41) =
∫ [
1
45
(︷ ︸︸ ︷(
f × ρ)ρρ −3
5
︷ ︸︸ ︷(
f × ρ) I)− ηa2
20
(︷ ︸︸ ︷(
v × ρ̂) ρ̂ ρ̂ −3
5
︷ ︸︸ ︷(
v × ρ̂) I)] dS.
(C7e)
Appendix D: Evaluation of matrix elements
The expression of the diagonal (m = n) matrix elements can be obtained by expanding the
pressure vector, Green’s function and the stress tensor in Fourier series, and then evaluating
the integrals of the matrix elements. The respective Fourier transforms of the pressure
vector, Green’s function and the stress tensor are
p(k) =
−i 8pik̂
k
, (D1a)
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Single layer Double layer Total contribution
C20
20
3 piηa
3 8
3piηa
3 28
3 piηa
3
C21 −12 −12
C30
7
6piηa
5 4
15piηa
5 43
30piηa
5,
C31
8
9piηa
5 32
3 piηa
5 13
9 piηa
5
C32
4
5piηa
5 -85piηa
5 −45piηa5
C41 -
1
10piηa
7 - 12piηa7 -12110 piηa
7
TABLE III. The coefficients Clσ.
G(k) = 8pi
[
I− k̂k̂
k2
]
, (D1b)
K(k) = i 8pi
[︷︸︸︷
k̂I −2k̂k̂k̂
k
]
, (D1c)
where ︷︸︸︷. . . implies complete symmetrization and i is the unit imaginary number. The single
layer diagonal elements can be then written as
G(l+1, l
′+1)
nn =
(2l + 1)(2l′ + 1)
(4pia2)2
∫
dk ei(ρ−ρ
′)·k
(2pi)3
Y(l)(ρ) 8pi
(
I− k̂k̂
k2
)
Y(l
′)(ρ′) dSndSn. (D2)
The integration can be performed using the orthogonality of the tensorial spherical harmonics
(27) and by doing the plane wave expansion
eik·ρ =
∞∑
q=0
(i)q(2q + 1)
q! (2q − 1)!!jq(kρ)
(
Y(q)(k̂)Y(q)(ρ̂).
)
(D3)
We can then use the orthogonality relation of the spherical Bessel function∫ ∞
0
jl(ka)jl′(ka) dk = δll′
pi
2a (2l + 1)
, (D4)
to obtain diagonal-matrix elements of the single layer
G(l+1, l
′+1)
nn = δll′
(2l + 1)
(2pia)
∫
Y(l)(ρ̂) (I− ρ̂ρ̂) Y(l)(ρ̂) dΩ. (D5)
The double layer diagonal matrix elements are
K(l+1, l
′+1)
nn =
i8pi (2l + 1)
(4pia2) l′!(2l′ − 1)!!
∫
ei(ρ−ρ
′)·k
(2pi)3
Y(l)(ρ)
[︷︸︸︷
k̂I −2k̂k̂k̂
k
]
· ρ̂′Y(l′)(ρ′) dk dSndSn.
(D6)
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We now expand the plane wave in spherical Bessel function (D3). The diagonal matrix
elements of the double layer is then
K(l+1, l
′+1)
nn = i
q−p+1 (2l + 1) (2q + 1) (2p+ 1)
4pi3a2 l! q!p! ((2p− 1)!!)2 (2q − 1)!!∫
dSnY
(l)(ρ)Y(q)(ρ)
∫
dk k jq(ka)jp(ka)∫
dΩk Y
(q)(kn)
[ ︷︸︸︷
k̂I −2k̂k̂k̂]Y(p)(kn) · ∫ ρ̂′Y(l′)(ρ̂′) Y(p)(ρ̂′)dSn. (D7)
At this point we can use the orthogonality of tensorial spherical harmonics and the following
identity of the spherical Bessel function∫ ∞
0
dk k jp(ka)jq(ka) = δp+1,q
pi
4a2
. (D8)
Also, the integration over the m-th surface can be performed using (B3) along with or-
thogonality relation of (27). The diagonal contribution to the double layer thus reduces
to
K(l+1, l
′+1)
nn = −
(2l + 1)
l! (2l′ − 1)!!
∫
dΩk Y
(l′)(kn)
[
k̂ ·
(︷︸︸︷
k̂I −2k̂k̂k̂
)]
Y(l)(kn). (D9)
Now, (B3) and the orthogonality of the tensorial spherical harmonics (27) can be used
to simplify (D9). We also note that k̂ ·
(︷︸︸︷
k̂I −2k̂k̂k̂
)
= I. And hence the diagonal
contribution of double layer is −4piI at any order
K(l+1, l
′+1)
nn = −δll′ 4piI∆(l). (D10)
The unknown traction coefficients can then be written in terms of known velocity coefficients
using (27 and B3).
8piη (V −Va) =
[
1
(2pia)
∫
dΩ Y(0)(ρ̂) (I− ρ̂ρ̂) Y(0)(ρ̂)
]
· Fe = 4
3a
Fe. (D11)
8piη (Ω−Ωa) =
[
3
(4pia3)
∫
dΩ Y(1)(ρ̂)Y(1)(ρ̂)
]
·Te = 1
a3
Te, (D12)
8piη s =
[
3
(2pia3)
∫
dΩ Y(1)(ρ̂) (I− ρ̂ρ̂) Y(1)(ρ̂)
]
 S = − 6
5a3
S. (D13)
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The expressions can be similarly calculated for higher l. The off-diagonal elements can
be calculated exactly by following the steps given in the boundary integral calculations
(Appendix B).
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